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I. What is world situation
today that U.S. faces?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

World in turmoil: rules-based order U.S. built after
WW II and expanded after Cold War in disarray
Russian invasion of Ukraine – 1st in Europe in decades
World transitioning: from unipolarity led by U.S. to
U.S.-Chinese competition and balance of power
World is ill-equipped: to cope with climate change,
pandemics, nuclear proliferation, cyberwarfare, AI …
U.S. polarized: Is “America back” and supportive of
U.S. global engagement?

G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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Facing major foreign
policy challenges

1.
2.
3.

Crises of geopolitics – China competition
Crisis modernity – global linkages & dangers
Crisis of liberal democracy – decline of democracy

Existential questions
I.

II.

Can U.S. progress at home better than China
can?
Can U.S. make world safe for democracy?

G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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Re-engaging with world:
Can U.S. progress better
than China?
◼

◼

◼

◼

Biden’s first mission has been to reverse Trump’s
withdrawal from international alliances and support
Biden takes a cooperative style of American leadership
on diplomacy, multilateralism, security cooperation,
and support for the liberal democratic world
Goal is to rebuild liberal democracy at home and
abroad and prove that it can solve today’s problems
Thus, foreign and domestic policies are closely linked
4

#1: The geopolitical crisis

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

After Soviet collapse, U.S. was dominant, anchored by
military superiority and supported by friends
China now challenges U.S.’s unipolarity
World transitioning from dominated by U.S. and West
and liberal democracy to one East dominated by China
and state socialism
Power transitions are dangerous when a rising power
challenges an existing power - Thucydides trap
But more than a power struggle, it’s also an
ideological struggle
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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#2. Crisis of modernity –
cascading interdependences

◼

◼

◼

◼

Global transition propelled by science & technology
that has improved incomes for 200 years
Modernity has also generated complex linkages,
dangers and externalities - globalization
Old multilateral system of rules and dispute settlement
mechanisms has largely broken down ( WTO, WHO)
2008 financial crisis was worst since Great Depression,
but still lack ways to manage next financial crisis

G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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Paradox of today’s
geopolitics
◼

Turmoil hurts cooperation
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

U.S.-China entering a new Cold War
Reduced globalization will slow growth
Greater nationalism & illiberalism
Democracy in decline

But more cooperation needed for solving
◼

Climate change, terrorism, pandemics!, nuclear
proliferation, cyber warfare, trade …
Sources: The Pandemic Will Accelerate History Rather Than Reshape It, By Richard Haass, Foreign Affairs, April 07,
2020 and "A Cold War With China Would Be a Mistake," WSJ, May 7, 2020
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Economic
Impact of Covid
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Sharpest decline in
global GDP in decades
2020 China only power
to grow
But 2021, 6% robust
recovery projected
U.S. 6.4% optimistic
growth projection 2021
Yet, China expanding increasing divergence

World GDP growth projections
Region/country

Year over Year Percent
2020

2021

2022

World Output

–3.3

6.0

4.4

UK

–9.9

5.3

5.1

India

–8.0

12.5

6.9

Euro Area

–6.6

4.4

3.8

Japan

–4.8

3.3

2.5

US

–3.5

6.4

3.5

Russia

–3.1

3.8

3.8

China

2.3

8.4

5.6

TRADE

–7.9

10.1

5.0

April 2022 WEO, projections
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Challenges of pandemic
and climate change

◼

◼

◼

◼

Covid has shaken world, with little global cooperation
to manage the aftermath
Addressing climate change is complex, contentious,
costly
Most leaders are short-term and national in orientation
rather than longer-term crises of modernity
Climate change progress slow - mostly conflabs not
concrete actions with significant results
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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#3.The crisis of
liberal democracy

◼

◼

◼

◼

Post-WW II & Cold War spread in democracy has
faded into a democratic recession
Western democracies have seen an outbreak of
nationalism, xenophobia, anti-immigrant sentiment,
isolationism and division
U.S. and other liberal states less inclined to underwrite
liberal open rules-based system
Many see globalization as a threat rather than
opportunity that largely benefits the elites
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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Global Expansion of
Authoritarian Rule
Share of world free down
from 46% to 20%
◼

Decline in democracy
◼
◼
◼

◼

For 16 consecutive years global freedom has declined
38% live in Not Free countries, highest since 1997
Countries in every region captured by authoritarian rulers

Why the democracy decline?
◼
◼
◼

China & Russia undermine democracy & foster autocracy
Income inequality and stagnation have increased polarization
Disempowerment - citizens no longer feel are participants in a
political system thanks to breakdown of social institutions churches, youth sports leagues, service associations …

Sources: Freedom in World and John Ikenberry, May/June, 2022 Foreign Affairs
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Divided world: East is Not Free and West
is free (India & Mexico mixed)

30 countries (including U.S.) in decade of
freedom decline
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Middle- & lowerclass HH income
stagnation &
decline
Bottom 60% household real
incomes declined since 2000

◼

◼

Middle classes, which enjoyed rising incomes and
advancement, have stagnated
Decades of rising economic opportunity and social
consensus have become more of inequality,
polarization and erosion of trust in basic institutions
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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II. What is U.S. power
position in world?
◼

◼

Power = Totality of a country’s international
capabilities to have its interests prevail

Hard power = Ability to coerce (military, GDP,
technological prowess …)

◼

Soft power = Ability to co-opt (allure of political

system, culture, diplomacy, alliances, influence …)
◼

Sharp power* = Ability to manipulate opinion
abroad (Use cyber subversion, bullying and pressure
to promote self-censorship and kowtowing)
Sources: Josef Joffe, The Myth of America’s Decline - Politics, Economics, and a Half Century of False
Prophecies, WW Norton and Company, 2014, chapter 1. *For Sharp Power see Economist, Dec 14, 2017
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U.S. has wide global
network of friends
and military bases
◼

◼
◼

U.S. has 800 Military bases
in 80 countries, allies &
friends around the world
China has 1 base Djibouti
Russia has 21
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The Soft
Power 30
◼

◼

◼

During 2016-19,
U.S. dropped from
#1 to #5
China remained
near the bottom as
has Russia
Rankings before
Covid, Biden, and
Ukraine War and
likely to change
16

Percent with favorable view of
US and China (average 2002-21)

Soft Power

U.S. seen more
favorably by
major countries
than China over
past 20 years

Country
Japan
US
S Korea
India
Canada
Germany
UK
Australia
Turkey
Greece
Russia
China

US
65
82
71
55
57
46
59
53
18
43
42
45

China Difference
19
46
39
43
43
28
28
27
41
16
33
14
46
13
45
8
26
-7
52
-9
65
-22
94
-49

Global Indicators Database, Pew Research Center.
Countries not all surveyed all years
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Is U.S. or China the What country is world's leading
economic power? (average %
Economic Power?
2008-20)

◼

◼

◼

Surprisingly, East gives
higher average % than
West to U.S. as leading
power
Why UK, Canada ….
see China stronger is
puzzling
Attributable to
distance, trends or
extent of trade?

Country
Turkey
India
Japan
China
US
Greece
Russia
UK
Canada
Australia
Germany

US
57
50
56
47
45
44
26
37
34
32
22

China Difference
15
42
11
39
28
28
30
17
36
8
39
5
31
-6
43
-6
46
-12
53
-21
46
-24

Global Indicators Database, Pew Research
Center. Countries not all surveyed all years
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U.S. still ranked #1 power
2022 Ranking of top
24 world powers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

US
China
Euro zone
Germany
Japan
Korea
India
UK
France
Russia
Singapore
Canada
Australia
Switzerland
Brazil
Turkey
Italy
Netherlands
Spain
Indonesia
Saudi Arabia
Mexico
South Africa
Argentina

Source: Ray Dalio, Country Power
Index 2022, economicperspectives.org

US, China & Russia wealth & power rankings, 2
Overall Rank of 24
KEY MEASURES OF POWER
Markets & Financial Center
Innovation & Technology
Military Strength
Education
Reserve Currency Status
Economic Output
Trade
Cost Competitiveness
Resource-Allocation Efficiency
Infrastructure & Investment
Geology
Character/Civility/Determination
Governance/Rule of Law

US
1

China
2

Russia
10

1
1
1
1
1
1
3
14
1
2
4
6
9

3
2
2
2
5
2
1
3
3
1
6
2
13

17
14
3
9
8
7
17
7
9
21
1
10
20

Source: Ray Dalio, Country Power Index 2022, economicperspectives.org
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III. What role should U.S.
play in the world?
◼

Indispensable America:
◼

◼

◼

Only U.S. can defend the Liberal
International Order on which global stability depends
A turn inward would undermine our own security and
prosperity
We will never live in a stable world while others are
denied freedom

Or
◼

Independent America: Don’t try to solve other’s
problems. Instead, lead by example by investing at
home in U.S.

Ian Bremmer, Superpower, Portfolio, 2015
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Major past World Orders
◼

◼

◼

◼

European: Peace of Westphalia of Thirty Years
War (1618-48): Independent states, not interfering in
others, & checking ambitions via balance of power
Chinese: Equality of states but Emperor of “all under
heaven,” influence by awing others with its
magnificence
Islamic: Single divinely sanctioned governance
destined to expand until all world under Islam
U.S. Liberal International Order (LIO):
◼

◼
◼

Post WW II, fostered multilateralism (UN, World Bank,
IMF, WTO, EU)
“Bipolar world” Cold War between U.S. & U.S.SR
USSR collapse “ended history” left U.S. sole superpower 21
Source: Henry Kissinger, World Order, 2014

The American led Liberal
International Order (LIO)

◼
◼

◼

For 100 years U.S. led project to build LIO
Based upon open trade, international law, multilateral
cooperation, collective security, political rights and
protections, and democratic solidarity
LIO seeks benefits of globalization but also
protections against dangers from other countries’ bad
economic policy, pandemics, refugee flows, nuclear
weapons ...
Instead of LIO, Biden team uses RUBIO -“rules-based
international order” -
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Formulating U.S.’s new
world order
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

What do we seek to prevent no matter
how it happens and if necessary, alone?
What do we seek to achieve, even if not supported by
any multilateral effort?
What do we seek to achieve or prevent only if
supported by an alliance?
What should we not engage in even if urged by
multilateral groups
What values do we seek to advance?

Ideal? A world order of states affirming individual dignity and participatory

governance and cooperating internationally in accordance with agreed-upon
rules…. - Henry Kissinger
Henry Kissinger, World Order, Penguin Press, 2014
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Liberal International Order is
not inevitable – needs U.S.
cooperation and protection

◼

◼

◼

Liberal democracies do better in stable &
cooperative order and like eggs, require protection
Challenge - rebuild a coalition of cooperation that
has declined for a decade and now faced with
great power rivalry of China and Russia
Arc of history hasn’t always been a steady move
to liberalism and maybe still isn’t!
Source: John Ikenberry, A World Safe for Democracy, 2020, chapter 9
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The American led Liberal
International Order (LIO)
◼
◼

◼

◼

For 100 years U.S. led project to build LIO
Based upon open trade, international law,
multilateral cooperation, collective security, political
rights and protections, and democratic solidarity
LIO seeks benefits of globalization but also
protections against dangers from other countries’
bad economic policy, pandemics, refugee flows,
nuclear weapons ...
U.S. international cooperation essential to
make world safe for democracy
Instead of LIO, Biden team uses RUBIO -“rules-based
international order” -
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Case for continued U.S.
activism: Jungle grows back

American withdrawal would be the worst possible
response, based as it is on a fundamental and
dangerous misreading of the world. Like a jungle that
keeps growing back after being cut down, the world
has always been full of dangerous actors who, left
unchecked, possess the desire and ability to make
things worse. … [T]he historical norm has always
been toward chaos--that the jungle will grow back, if
we let it.
Source: Robert Kagan, The Jungle Grows Back, 2018, flyleaf
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Case against activist foreign
policy: Doomed to fail!
◼

◼

◼

◼

Trying to remake world in America’s
image has not made it safe for democracy
U.S. has ended up as a highly militarized state
fighting wars that undermine peace, harm human
rights, and threaten liberal values at home
Makes far more sense to adopt a more restrained
foreign policy
Many U.S. regime change efforts in Middle East,
Afghanistan, Vietnam, Libya, Cuba … have failed
From flyleaf of The Great Delusion: Liberal Dreams and International Realities, by John
Mearsheimer, Professor of Political Science at University of Chicago
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Handling China threat with
our Allies
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

While focus now is ion Russia’s war in
in Ukraine, it’s China that’s U.S.’s biggest rival
Challenge is to gain allies’ support for confronting China,
while establishing “guardrails” to prevent hostilities
Key? Gain support of S Korea, Japan, Australia, and India
Must be careful not to exaggerate China and minimize Russia
nor force allies to make a choice between U.S. & China
Europe sees threat from Russia greater than from China
China trade is crucial to many allies - and U.S.
Support from Europe crucial and don’t want a divide which
has been narrowed thanks to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
Source: Lingling Wei, “Blinken speech will target Beijing threat”, WSJ, May 5, 2022
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Convictions underlying
Biden’s strategy
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Need cooperative style of American leadership and
support the liberal democratic world
China is “systemic” rival of U.S.- offering alternative
leadership and world order agendas
China seeks more control and to shrink U.S. world role
China challenges full spectrum of American power,
interests and values
1990s strategy of trying to integrate China into the
Liberal International Order has mostly failed
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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Earlier hopes of Chinese
reform, have faded
◼

China’s President Xi Jinping has:
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Been crowned as a “ruler for life”
Curtailed Hong Kong’s freedom
Oppressed minorities
Intimidated Taiwan
Expanded presence in South & East China Seas
Used Belt & Road & market access to woo others
Made “best of friends” pact with Putin
Allied with Pakistan, Myanmar, Laos, Iran, N Korea …

G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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What is China up to?
◼

◼

◼
◼

Not satisfied with status quo
but can’t yet match West’s power
Seeks power parity with U.S. in
East & Western Pacific
But for this, must avoid conflict with U.S. & Japan
Revise regional order by any means short of war to:
◼
◼
◼
◼

Control South China Sea
Be dominant force in East China Sea
Be most influential external power for its neighbors
Hold strategic advantage over Japan

Source: Thomas J. Wright, All Measures Short of War
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U.S. needs allies to
counter China

◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Needs to work with other liberal democracies
Form ad hoc groupings on specific military, economic,
or diplomatic issues
Also needs to make liberal democracy work better at
home and abroad
China and U.S. in competition over modernity
U.S. past success as a global power was based upon
capitalistic democratic model which outdid rivals

G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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U.S. & China in
competition but also
need to cooperate
◼

◼

◼

China-U.S. struggle involves competition to shape
global rules, regulations, technological platforms and
values and principles enshrined in global institutions
But also needs to build working relationships with
China even as it competes (even during Cold War,
U.S. worked with Soviets)
U.S. must be careful not to “buy” cooperation from
China by pulling its punches on human rights or
Taiwan
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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Biden’s China
strategy

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Continuing “pivot to Asia” by building coalitions while
abandoning earlier efforts at engagement
Maintain Trump’s tariffs on Chinese imports and limits
on Chinese high-technology penetration
Emphasize military balance of power in East Asia
Promote human rights to push back on autocracy and
“Beijing model”
Rejoin Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) of more liberal
trade agreement among allies
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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U.S.-China rivalry will shape
world politics for many years
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

But both must guard against backlashes
100 countries have double trade with China as U.S.
Don’t want to push our partners into a war with China
or to change sides
Need ensure that cooperation with them is
strengthening them as well
U.S. will have to make a distinction between
globalization & trade and liberal internationalism
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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U.S.- China rivalry is about
who can best solve
problems of 21st century
◼

◼

◼

◼

U.S. must get its own house in order
– more consensus and less polarization
Especially, bolster middle class who in recent years
have not fared well
Much of Biden’s ambitious proposals are to strengthen
U.S. and its credibility and influence abroad
U.S.-China rivalry - competition to see which can lead
in solving challenges of 21st century
G. John Ikenberry, “Biden foreign policy in the age of strategic competition,” Great Decisions 2022 Topic 8
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IV. Will China rule the
world?

China … has a huge and growing economy
…built new cities and …modern infrastructure. Its
educational and technological achievements—and
potential—are daunting. It has undertaken vast new
initiatives to build infrastructure … and expanding its
economic and trading relationships globally. …China
is … a multidimensional power eager to challenge
the U.S. in every sphere.
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020, Prologue
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China’s Belt and Road
(BRI) – Bolsters it at
home and abroad
◼

◼

◼

BRI largest infrastructure
project, exceeds Marshall Plan
$2 trillion projects & financing
Strategic benefits of BRI
◼
◼

◼

China Investments and Projects
2005-2020
Region/Country
World Total
Europe
US
Australia
North America (x US)
Pakistan
Russia
India
Japan

Bil $
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,095
428
189
120
72
60
56
35
11

Share
100%
20%
9%
6%
3%
3%
3%
2%
1%

China Global Investment Tracker, by American
Enterprise Institute and Heritage Foundation

© Data compiled by The American Enterprise Institute

Global presence & leverage - half in West
Boosts domestic growth & political stability

BRI fills a void left by U.S. & allies, but raises
worries about “debt trap”
Source: Belt & Road report CFR, March 23, 2021
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Who are Chinas
Allies?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Alliances long central to U.S.
foreign policy and major U.S. advantage
China, by contrast, has only one formal ally—North
Korea
But has dozens of official partnerships - topmost are
Russia and Pakistan
Of lesser import are Southeast Asian states of
Myanmar, Cambodia, Vietnam, Thailand, and Laos
States farther afield - Egypt, Brazil, Saudi Arabia
Source: China’s Search for Allies, Is Beijing Building a Rival Alliance System? By Patricia M. Kim, Foreign Affairs, Nov 15, 2021
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China’s ties
mostly economic

◼

◼

◼

But rapidly expanding military and claims in East
China and South China Seas
Bets on loans, investments, and trade to gain friends,
provided they affirm “one China” and UN agenda
This could change
◼

Holds military drills, and partnership of “no restricted

areas and no upper limit” with Russia
◼

Calls U.S. weak and declining

◼

Attempting to drive wedges between U.S. & allies
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China’s huge cyber &
propaganda capacities

◼

◼

Makes countless cyber attacks - can cripple
infrastructure, monitor people, and weaponize
Equipment of world’s largest 5-G company Huawei
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

Can eavesdrop
Enable authoritarians to surveil & control populations

Media propaganda & Confucius Institutes abroad
Controls foreign media & NGOs at home
Splashy BRI projects attract autocrats & adherents
Source: Robert M Gates, The Exercise of Power, 2020
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What SWOT does China have?
Internal strengths
◼
◼
◼
◼

Unprecedented growth
Large size & population
Ability to direct resources
Determined leadership

External opportunities
◼
◼

◼
◼

Trade leader & leverage
Global construction &
financing capability
Advancing military
Technology prowess

Internal Weaknesses
Resource & energy shortages
Local corruption
Pollution
Political fragility if GDP slows

◼
◼
◼
◼

External Threats
◼
◼
◼
◼

The Quad
North Korean collapse
Malacca Straits choke point
Energy & resource
dependency
42

American century is not over, but
it will look very different
“American century is not over….
Now, with slightly less preponderance and a much
more complex world, the United States will need to
make smart strategic choices both at home and
abroad if it wishes to maintain its position. The
American century is likely to continue for a number of
decades at the very least, but it will look very
different ….”

Source: Joseph S. Nye, Jr., Is the American Century
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Encouraging arc of History
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

“History,” with capital H, is modernization
There is an arc of modernization; the transition from
small, isolated village to diverse, urban industrial city
Liberal democracy has not triumphed universally;
indeed, has retreated for last 16 years. History isn’t
linear but marked by periods of peace and wars
A century ago, most of earth area was held in colonial
domination, but virtually none today
Liberalism has its ups & downs but always comes back
People flee not to China or Russia, but to liberal
societies – they see an arc of history with justice as its
terminus.

Source: Abstracted from “The Long Arc of Historical Progress”, By Francis Fukuyama, WSJ, April 29, 2022
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Biden’s Agenda

Summary & Conclusions

I.

What is world situation today that U.S. faces?
➢

II.

What is U.S. is position in world?
➢

III.

Still #1 but China rising rapidly and no longer sole power

What role should U.S. play in the world?
➢

IV.

Increased tension with China, slowed growth, declining
democracy, and mounting

Make broader prosperity at home& world safe for democracy

Will China rule the world?
➢

Not soon but already power in SE Asia, but faces headwinds
of declining demographics, slowing growth and arc of History
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Last drops of Coffey on
Great Decisions 2022
◼

U.S. faces many global threats
Demographic decline, Space Wars, climate change,
Myanmar military dictatorship, drug war failure,
Russian war on Ukraine, China’s assertiveness,
Covid consequences…
But U.S. has many strengths to build upon:
◼ Still # 1 in world
◼ R&D prowess
◼ Good allies
◼ More learning and adaptable society
◼ Arc of History tailwind
◼

◼

Thanks for taking Great Decisions!
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